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Abstract 

This document describes a process for producing a three-language 

dictionary using a specific set of software tools. The solutions described 

herein are things that many linguists will be able to do themselves, although 

some steps may require help from a software specialist. 

The lexical data included roughly 11,000 entries, with English, International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), Chinese characters, romanized Chinese characters, 

Nuosu Yi characters, and romanized Nuosu Yi characters. The data records 

were prepared using SIL FieldWorks Language Explorer (FLEx). The FLEx 

data were exported to a custom standard format (SFM) database, then 

manipulated with a Python script to produce an intermediate SFM database. 

The intermediate database served as input to “Shlex,” a Perl program that 

produces a formatted dictionary and reversed finder lists. These documents 

then became subdocuments in an OpenOffice master document and were 

combined with title page, cataloging-in-publication data, preface, intro-

duction, character indexes, etc., into a single master document. After adjusting 

the style details for paragraph, character, page, list, and outline; and 

generating indexes, the master was exported as a .pdf document which could 

be used to make photo plates for printing. 

This document will be of interest to working linguists and project 

supervisors who want to have hands-on control of their data throughout the 

process of publication. 

Overview 

Given: Electronic lexical database of roughly 11,000 well-structured entries, containing data in 
English, IPA, Chinese characters, romanized Chinese, Nuosu Yi characters, and romanized Nuosu 
Yi characters. 

Produce: Dictionary-type reference book, with reversed finder lists, ready for print publication. 
Solution needs to be reproducible or refinable for future use with comparable data. 

This document describes and evaluates the tools and steps I used to solve this problem. 

The lexical data were prepared using SIL FieldWorks Language Explorer (FLEx)1. The FLEx data 
were exported to a custom Standard Format Markers (SFM)2 database, then manipulated with a 
script written in Python to produce an intermediate SFM database. The intermediate database 
served as input to “Shlex,” a Perl program that produces a formatted dictionary and reversed 
finder lists. The Shlex dictionary and reversed finder lists are OpenOffice (.odt) documents, with all 
paragraph and character styles applied. These documents then became subdocuments in an 
OpenOffice master document. The remaining parts of the dictionary—title page, cataloging-in-
publication data, preface, introduction, character indexes, etc.—were produced as separate 
OpenOffice documents and later incorporated into the single master document. Aside from editing 
the lexical data in FLEx, most of the work was learning to use OpenOffice to adjust style details for 

                                                
1 “FieldWorks Language Explorer is the lexical and text tools component of SIL FieldWorks. It is an open source desktop 

application designed to help field linguists perform many common tasks.” http://www.sil.org/computing/fieldworks/flex/ 
2 The SFM is a simple scheme for structuring data in a text document. A backslash [\] followed by a letter or series of letters at the 

beginning of a line serves as a field name, which is then followed by a space and data, e.g., \lx ꀊꃚ specifies a lexeme in our 

Nuosu Yi database. 



paragraph, character, page, list, and outline; set up page headers with alternating headings and 
page numbering; and generate each of several different indexes. The final step was to export the 
OpenOffice master as a .pdf document, which could be used to make photo plates for printing. 
 

Skills and tools 

To prepare this publication, a personal computer and a number of different software tools were 
used. Those tools were built and refined by a substantial team of software developers, most of 
whom have special expertise in computer processing for natural language data. The goal was to 
meet publication needs in a way that would develop working tools for many other working linguists. 

The solutions described here are, for the most part, accessible to a regular PC user. Several of the 
software tools don’t have a graphical interface; a command has to be typed instead. Some 
potential users will find this daunting, although (in my view) the command line tools are no more 
difficult to use than some of the deeper features of a program like Microsoft Word. 

Preparing the data in FLEx 

The final export used for publication was done with FieldWorks 5.2, released in March 2008. The 
PostProcess and Shlex software tools can operate on any SFM database with some adjustments to 
accommodate the particular data model and database. Well-structured Toolbox3 data would 
readily feed into the typesetting process.4 

                                                
3 “Toolbox is a data management and analysis tool for field linguists. It is especially useful for maintaining lexical data, and for 

parsing and interlinearizing text, but it can be used to manage virtually any kind of data.” See 

http://www.sil.org/computing/catalog/show_software.asp?id=79 
4 The WeSay team is developing a software tool, “SOLID,” designed to help a consultant repair inconsistencies in SFM lexical 

data. See http://projects.mseag.org/solid/wiki/Overview and http://wesay.org/wiki/SOLID. 

 
Figure 1. Screenshots of FLEx lexical entry and SFM lexical entry 



The software tools used for export, postprocess, and typesetting each assume certain things about 
the data they will operate on. As a result, a number of early decisions were made about how we 
would record lexical data in FLEx. In practice, both the typesetting software and data entry 
practice were adjusted over a period of many months, until the processed data were just what we 
needed. Once the decisions were made, the database was thoroughly checked for consistent 
application of the decisions made. The consistency checking was done by a combination of human 
and mechanical inspections. In other words, after entering and revising the data in FLEx, we still 
had to fix errors that showed up during export and postprocessing. 

Data was run through export, postprocess, and typeset several dozen times over a period of more 
than a year. Editing a lexical data record is always a package of changes to an entire record and 
there are opportunities for introducing new errors into the data in several different fields. While it 
would have been possible to use a manual Find/Replace process to check for specific errors, this 
would have been tedious and inefficient. Rather, we chose to do a fairly comprehensive set of 
automated checks on the data each time it was exported and prepared for typesetting.  

For example, correct sorting of the Chinese reversal index required a custom field in FLEx that 
would maintain a correspondence between each Chinese character in a reversal entry and its 
pinyin romanization. (The romanized form for many Chinese characters depends on meaning in 
context.) Chinese character-reversal entries were listed in a single field (\revChn) in FLEx and 
separated by single-width ANSI semicolons, as were the corresponding romanizations in \revChP.  

\revChn 桶; 朵; 串  

\revChP tong3; duo3; chuan4 

Often, full-width Chinese semicolons were used by mistake to separate items. The postprocess 
script incorporated a check for pinyin mismatches and recorded them to an output file. This check 
also caught the mistaken Chinese semicolons. Corrections were then made by hand.  

Another early decision was to use the Exclude As Headword (EAH) field to arbitrarily exclude 
certain FLEx entries from the publication. For publication purposes, a researcher might want to 
exclude words that are rarely used, taboo, borrowed, non-standard, etc. In an ideal system, a 
combination of filter criteria in FLEx might have been used and only exported the records we 
wanted to be published. A filtered export was not supported in that version of FLEx.5 Nevertheless, 
the EAH check box was simple to use and served our purpose. The EAH value of each record was 
exported to SFM as \eah 0 or \eah 1. Actual removal of tagged entries was done by the postprocess 
script. 

To export our lexical data from FLEx, we used a custom export definition export.xml. This made it 
possible to export the custom fields used for Chinese reversal entries, as well as the EAH field. The 
custom export required that every entry include data in the Lexeme field in all three writing 
systems: Yi characters, Yi Pinyin, and Yi IPA. Thus, a successful export gave a partial check on the 
validity of this part of each lexical record.6 (Each writing system is equivalent to a separate field in 
Toolbox.) 

Typing lexical data is an error-prone and time-intensive process, therefore, manual data entry was 
avoided, especially when a data field’s contents could be generated from existing data. The Bulk 
Edit feature in FLEx is designed for this purpose. To get correct Yi Pinyin for each entry, Bulk Edit 

                                                
5 Filtered export to XHTML format is supported in the current development version of FLEx. 
6 Alternatively, the custom export could have allowed missing data in these fields. Then the postprocess script could have flagged 

missing or empty pinyin and IPA fields. 



Entries, Process was used. There, a transducer “YWZ to YPY” was named and a TecKit7 mapping 
that specified the correct Yi Pinyin for each Yi character was chosen. We chose Lexeme as the 
Source Field and Lexeme (Yi Pinyin) as the Target Field, then, the process to generate Yi Pinyin in 
every entry according to its Yi characters was applied. A similar process generated IPA 
transcriptions for each entry. 

FLEx offers some flexibility for recording variant lexical items.8 We decided to accept and work 
with some conventional labels that have been offered by Chinese and Nuosu Yi linguists. Those 
labels included such things as dialectal variants, conditioned variants, and free variants. For 
dictionary presentation, we chose to not distinguish these, but to label corresponding sets to show 
that “X has variant Y” and “Y is a variant of X”: ꀊꃚ a fu [a³³fu³³] (var. ꀊꉻ a ho) adj. 粗（指圆柱形；条形） thick; fat; big 

around (of long, cylindrical things) ↔ꀁꃚ ix fu ꀊꉻ a ho [a³³xo³³] (var. of ꀊꃚ a fu) adj. 粗 thick; fat; big around (of long, 

cylindrical things) ↔ꀁꉻ ix ho 

In this case, ꀊꉻ a ho was recorded in FLEx with an Entry Type of “Dialectal Variant” and ꀊꃚ a fu 
as its associated Main Entry. FLEx did not give us a way to show variants as having equal status, 
for instance, as with true free variants. Rather, one variant must be recorded as a Main Entry and 
the other a Variant linked to that Main Entry in the database. These relationships were exported to 
SFM as follows:  

\lx ꀊꃚ 

\lxYiP a fu  

\va ꀊꉻ 

\et Main entry 

\lx ꀊꉻ 

\lxYiP a ho  

\mn ꀊꃚ 

\et Dialectal variant 

Some Nuosu Yi words have several homographs. We wanted to publish only the best attested 
homographs in the dictionary. Sometimes this meant leaving two or three others out of the book, 
again excluding entries by setting the ExcludeAsHeadword flag in FLEx. This presented the 
problem that excluded homographs could leave gaps in the homograph number sequence. For 
instance, because homographs 2 and 3 were excluded, the dictionary would list homographs 
numbered 1, 4, and 5. To get around this, the affected homograph sequences were reordered by 
placing the excluded entries at the end of the sequence.9 An IronPython script homograph.py was able 
to directly query the FLEx database. On a first pass through the data, the script logged all 
occurrences of several different kinds of problems in the homograph sequences. The user could 
then examine the log and either exit the script or have the script correct the problems. This 
worked flawlessly and completely solved the homograph numbering problem. 

                                                
7 TecKit is software for converting electronic data between different character encodings. See 

http://www.sil.org/computing/catalog/show_software.asp?id=77. The mapping file is simply a table that provides replacement 

values for a list of items, such as /yy/ for the Nuosu Yi character ꒉ. 
8 During the summer of 2007, the FLEX Discussion email list hosted a long and detailed discussion of the available and preferred 

options for modeling variant lexical forms in FLEx. Depending on how they are analyzed, variants can be recorded as 

allomorphs, inflectional or derivational variants, dialect variants, spelling variants, etc.  
9 This is a violent thing to do to the lexicon and would be difficult to reverse. At this stage of the process, I was using a version of 

the database which was dedicated to the publication task. I would use an earlier version of the data to continue language analysis, 

once the publication project was finished.  



Proper names in the dictionary were tagged as such, but, for dictionary presentation, we were also 
expected to capitalize their romanized forms. I already mentioned that the Yi Pinyin forms were 
generated by a transducer. Adding capitalization then had to be done manually after generating 
the Yi Pinyin forms. We filtered the data in FLEx for all proper names and capitalized them. This 
had an unforeseen consequence. Some of the proper names occurred in the dictionary as the first 
item in a section, and Shlex used the capitalized forms in the section headings, spoiling the 
uniformity of the section headings. The fix was to identify all the syllables that had this problem 
(there were two) and use lower case in their FLEx entries, then capitalize those two entries 
manually in the dictionary document produced by Shlex. This could have been handled by Shlex if 
config.xml included a switch to check for capitalized section headings and force them to be output as 
lower case. 

Custom export 

Lexical data can be exported from FLEx in several different formats, such as MDF standard 
format10, and LIFT11. These formats for exported data are each specified in xml configuration files 
located by default in C:\Program Files\SIL\FieldWorks\Language Explorer\Export Templates. For this dictionary, I 
used a custom export definition file, which produced an SFM file I will call data0.db. 

The custom export differed from standard Multi-Dictionary Formatter (MDF) in several ways. It 
included a writing system abbreviation in the SFM marker for fields which contained data in 
multiple writing systems, such as \lxYiI and \lxYiP in addition to \lxYi. It included several fields 
that are not a part of MDF: \et Entry Type; \va Has Variant; \mn Main Entry; \psa Part of Speech 
Abbreviated; \rev Custom Reversal Chinese; \ut Usage Type, and \eah Exclude as Headword. 

Late in the process, it was discovered that fields which did not have multiple writing systems would 
export their data in whatever primary analysis language FLEx was set for at the time of the export. 
For instance, if I were using Chinese as the primary analysis language, FLEx would display Chinese 
glosses ahead of English glosses, and FLEx would export field values in Chinese rather than in 
English. For instance, I might see either \et 方言变体 or \et Dialectal Variant in the exported data, 
depending on whether Chinese or English was the primary analysis language. For the most part, 
this contingency was handled by the PostProcess.py script, where either a Chinese or an English field 
value could be remapped to whatever we wanted to display in the publication. 

Postprocessing: PostProcess.py(data0.db) 

After export, the SFM file data0.db was manipulated by a Python script PostProcess.py. The script 
changes some of the database markup into appropriate punctuation, performs several mechanical 
checks, and adds sequence codes for sorting the Chinese – Yi Index. Specifically, PostProcess.py does 
the following: 

• convert Entry Type values to symbols: "四字格" or "Four syllable form" into "�", and 
"Enhanced modifier" into "�" 

• convert Lexical Function values to symbols: "反义" or “Antonym” into "↔" 
• check for punctuation suitable for each writing system 

                                                
10 The MDF is a scheme for constructing a lexical database using a set of predefined fields, and for extracting and typesetting the 

data in a multilingual dictionary with or without reversal indexes. MDF is described in Coward, David F. and Charles E. Grimes. 

1995. Making dictionaries: A guide to lexicography and the Multi-Dictionary Formatter. Waxhaw, North Carolina: Summer 

Institute of Linguistics. 
11 LIFT (Lexicon Interchange FormaT) is an XML format for storing lexicons/dictionaries. See more on the LIFT standard at 

http://code.google.com/p/lift-standard and http://www.wesay.org/wiki/LIFT.  



• check for valid simplified Chinese characters 

• check for valid Pinyin for Chinese characters 

• use Chinese character and Pinyin fields to generate \sortChn field and sorting sequence 
for Chinese reversals 

• check for mismatched brackets and parentheses in definition fields 

• convert Pinyin with tone numbers to Pinyin with diacritics 

• add inline styles and Pinyin to Yi characters embedded in definitions 

• generate an error file flagging suspect or erroneous data, including enough information 
to find and correct the errors using FLEx. 

For PostProcess.py to run successfully, every sense that contains Chinese character data in RevChn 
must have matching Hanyu Pinyin data in RevChP. If the mismatch is too extreme, the PostProcess 
will fail. For minor mismatches, the error file will identify the error and the record so that 
corrections can be made. 

The output of PostProcess.py is a utf-8 text file in SFM markup. This file is called data1.db. 

The syntax for postprocessing is: “PostProcess.py infile outfile > errorreport.txt”. 

Each time after PostProcess.py is run, I must check the errorreport.txt file. Ideally, any corrections should 
be made in the FLEx data, rather than in the exported data. Otherwise, the same errors will turn 
up again in the next export. When the FLEx export has run cleanly and PostProcess.py runs without 
any unacceptable error messages, the resulting file (data1.db) is ready to be input to Shlex. 

On the IBM T40 computer, PostProcess.py takes about 40 seconds to run. 

Typesetting Part I: Shlex(data1.db,config.xml) 

The output of PostProcess.py (data1.db) serves as input to “Shlex”, which identifies related sets of data 
in a database and arranges them for dictionary presentation in open document text (.odt) or in 
TeX format. Shlex refers to config.xml, which specifies the data to extract, its output sequence, and 
punctuation. Config.xml also specifies style types and style names appropriate to each kind of data.  

For this dictionary, Shlex generated three files: Yi – Chinese – English Dictionary, Chinese – Yi 
Index, and English – Yi Index. The special function of Shlex is to properly handle the structured 
data as found in data1.db, according to specifications recorded in config.xml for the final appearance of 
the dictionary. 

To produce the main dictionary, config.xml tells Shlex that whenever it encounters a field labeled \lx, 
it must begin a new dictionary entry. This entry is tagged with the paragraph style 
DictionaryEntry. The contents of \lxYi, \lxYiP, and \lxYiI provide Yi characters, Yi Pinyin, and IPA, 
respectively, for the entry. Separate character styles are applied to the contents of each of these 
fields. Config.xml tells Shlex to place a square bracket before and after the contents of \lxYiI, so that 
the IPA transcription appears in square brackets. Shlex then identifies senses associated with the 
entry and extracts a sense number, part of speech, and definition for each sense. In each case, 
config.xml specifies a character style for any data that needs to be displayed in a special typeface or 
size that is different from the underlying paragraph style. 

For the Chinese Finder List, config.xml tells Shlex to begin a new entry whenever it finds a field labeled 
\revChn. This dictionary entry is tagged with the paragraph style ReversalEntryChinese. Config.xml 



specifies that, within that same entry, Shlex is to extract the contents of \lxYi and \lxYiP and print 
them with appropriate character style tags. The English Finder List follows a similar pattern. 

The syntax for Shlex is: 

shlex -c config.xml [-o outfile] [-s style_info] [-b backend] [-n] infile 

(On my computers, Shlex took 5-10 minutes to generate all three .odt files.) 

Typesetting Part II: Using OpenOffice 

Shlex output files included the Main Dictionary, Chinese-Yi Index, and English-Yi Index. 

These three files were copied to a working directory where the OpenOffice master document would 
refer to them. A master document is a container for a collection of documents which need to be 
published together. The master document has its own unified style sheet, which includes 
paragraph styles, character styles, page styles, numbering styles, and list styles. When viewed as 
part of a master document, the content of each subdocument will reflect the attributes of the 
master document’s style sheet. For instance, a paragraph in a subdocument may use a style called 
“Text Body - First Indent,” which uses the font Lucida Console 10 pt. However, the style “Text 
Body - First Indent” in the master document has its own attributes, such as Times New Roman 12 
pt, independent of the subdocument. Every paragraph that has the style “Text Body - First Indent” 
applied in any subdocument will look the same when displayed in the master document. 

A master document can also contain text, indexes, and tables apart from subdocuments. Our 
dictionary included several indexes which OpenOffice Writer automatically generated. There was a 
Chinese Table of Contents, English Table of Contents, Index of Yi character dictionary entries, and 
ABC Index of Yi characters. Besides these, two of the subdocuments contained indexes that were 
automatically generated by OOo Writer. The open-document format used in OOo Writer made it 
possible to build custom indexes. A sample of an index that listed Yi characters in a table with 
corresponding page numbers was made. By following the pattern of the XML code behind the sample, 
it was possible to automatically construct the entire index of more than 800 entries. After that, OOo 
Writer could generate the correct index data any time by using the Update Index feature. 

One significant adjustment made to the files produced by Shlex, was to remove the section breaks 
which were automatically generated for each “letter” in the dictionary. In this dictionary, the 
“letters” were actually characters, and there were more than 800 of them. Processing this many 
sections slowed OpenOffice down to a crawl when it updated the entire master document. The 
solution was to open each document that came out of Shlex and select the entire text. Using the 
Format, Sections menu item and deleting all the sections listed in the dialog box, then selecting the 
entire text again and using the same command, a single section in each document was created. 
Then, this one section was formatted with the desired column properties. 

Working in the OpenOffice master document, I learned that page styles needed to be attached to 
the text of the master document. (Page styles from subdocuments did not retain their properties 
when displayed as part of the master document.) To make this happen, I typed the titles for each 
major section directly into the master document, leaving these titles out of the subdocuments. 
That way, a page style for each of those sections of the master document could be specified, 
making it possible to have unique headers for each section. 

The best thing about this scheme of typesetting is that Shlex applies all the relevant styles to the 
lexical data as it builds the open document files. This means that the human typesetter’s main 
work is to manipulate the styles in the master document so that each kind of data in the dictionary 



and indexes looks right, behaves right, and works with the other parts of the document. There is 
little need for the typesetter to manually apply or remove styles from the dictionary data.  

On the other hand, preparing the front and back matter required both composition of the content 
and application of appropriate styles. This, however, is simple compared to the work of applying 
styles to each type of data in the main body of a dictionary. 

The Preface and User's Guide each have a Chinese version and an English version, resulting in two 
Chinese documents and two English documents. I could have used a single “Title” paragraph style 
for all these documents. Paragraph styles have an option for specifying Asian font separately from 
Western font, so that was not a problem, but this choice of paragraph styles also had implications 
for the construction of tables and indexes.  

To automatically generate a table of contents, one of the simplest ways was to specify the 
paragraph style(s) to pick out from the document. If all the titles would be displayed in a single, 
two-language table of contents, then it would work well to use the same title style for all four 
documents. However, it seemed more consistent within the book's design to make a separate table 
of contents for each language. For this purpose, it worked better to separate title styles for 
Chinese and English titles. 

The main dictionary and the Chinese and English indexes are each a single document, but they 
have titles in both Chinese and English. Separating “Title – Chinese” and “Title – English” 
paragraph styles facilitated including each of these in its appropriate table of contents. 

Using separate title styles for Chinese and English titles had one inconvenient result. The outline 
structure of the document could not be maintained because only one paragraph style can be 
assigned to a given outline level. I needed to be able to assign two different language styles to the 
same outline level. The inconvenience surfaced in two areas. The navigation pane of OpenOffice 
Writer could not show all the relevant section titles so the navigation feature could not be used to 
jump directly to the English subdocuments at the beginning of the book. The other inconvenient 
spot was in the export to .pdf. In a document with a consistent outline structure, all the section 
headings, at all the levels, can export as bookmarks in the .pdf file. This would have been 
convenient to have in the .pdf copy of this book, but, since the outline structure was flawed in the 
master document, many of the bookmarks did not appear in the exported .pdf file.  

Setting up alternating headers for dictionary pages was done via page styles. Each major 
dictionary section had two different page styles; e.g., MainDictionaryFirstPage and 
MainDictionaryPage. In the final layout, MainDictionaryFirstPage had no header at all. 
MainDictionaryPage had both left and right pages, which were different from each other. The left 
page header included the Chinese title, “词 汇 正 文” centered, and the page number at the left 
edge. The right page header included the English title, “Main Dictionary,” centered, and the page 
number at the right edge. Both left and right pages included a borderline running beneath the 
header across the full page width. 

One feature commonly used in English dictionaries is that of showing leading or trailing dictionary 
entries from a given page in that page's header to facilitate the lookup process. If desired, that 
feature probably could have been made to work, but after seeing a sample of it, I decided it was 
not helpful for this particular book. Rather, I wanted to use a variation of it by listing all the 
characters that begin a section on a given page in that page's header. For instance, if a certain 
page had sections for ꉁ，ꉂ，ꉃ，ꉄ，ꉅ，and ꉆ, these characters would all be listed in the page 
header. Many Chinese dictionaries use this as a standard feature in their page headers. 
Unfortunately, it could not be implemented in OpenOffice in time for this project. 



In summary, I found that OpenOffice provided all the features I really needed in order to typeset 
this somewhat complex book. The lack of consistent outline structure and the limitation in 
constructing page headers were inconveniences, but not “show stoppers.” 

Conclusion 

In principle, it is a straightforward task to extract well-structured data and typeset it for 
publication. However, for a number of reasons, the actual process can include significant 
challenges. In this case, the data are natural language data recorded in several different writing 
systems, two of them non-Roman. In the first place, designing a database structure to capture the 
subtleties of natural language data is notoriously challenging. Designing the same database so that 
the data are readily accessible for typesetting makes the task even more difficult.  

In the past, some software tools were available. Using those, I could collect my data and 
manipulate it in its romanized form. At that stage, MDF gave me a nice looking dictionary printout, 
but I could not make it work with non-Roman data. Later I was able to include Chinese characters 
and then to generate Yi characters from Yi Pinyin data, but I still had difficulty getting the SFM 
data out in a publishable format. Software tools available within the past five years have carried 
me over the last few hurdles to making this data not only available, but even nice looking I think. I 
hope others will be able to adapt the process and the tools to their needs and the needs of other 
language communities. 

From my perspective, the resulting publication is very satisfying. I was able to control many details 
of what data were published and how they appear on the page, and, because they were not 
retyped, the data in the publication reflect my database exactly. I was not able to control 
everything. Some of the problems were solved simply by finding the right programming technique, 
while other problems remain due to inherent limitations in the data, in the design of the database, 
or in the software tools. 
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Appendix – Sample dictionary pages 

 

Chinese Table of Contents 



 

 

Chinese Table of Contents 

 
English Table of Contents 



 

Yi Character Index First Page 



 

Radical Stroke Index Second Page 



 

 
ABC Yi Pinyin Index First Page 



 

Main Glossary Page 



 

Chinese - Yi Index First Page 



 

English - Yi Index First Page 



 

 
Yi Character Table Index First Page 



Appendix – Scripts and Files Referenced 

If you want to see any of the files or scripts referenced here, please send email to 
dennis_walters@sil.org . These items will be available as samples on request from the authors or 
from Dennis Walters under reasonable licensing provisions. 

config.xml Used with Shlex. Defines styles and data to be extracted and typeset. 

data0.db Output of FLEx export using export.xml. 

data1.db Output of PostProcess.py, input to Shlex. 

errorreport.txt Output of PostProcess.py flagging errors, such as mismatched parentheses. 

export.xml Custom export specification for extracting specific lexical data from FLEx to an 
SFM data file. 

FLEx FieldWorks Language Explorer, the language data component of SIL 
FieldWorks. 

homograph.py IronPython script for finding and correcting errors in homograph sequences in 
FLEx lexical data. 

PostProcess.py Python script to process SFM data exported from FLEx. 

Shlex Perl script for typesetting structured data. 
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